Abstract
Introduction
The search for periodical sequences in DNA and RNA is important for understanding the DNA sequence structure of genomes of the human and other species. Periodical sequences in the human genome are now found as satellite and minisatellite sequences (Bliskovsky, 1991; Hearne et al, 1992; Todd, 1992) . These sequences contain a short repeated fragment of DNA.
Mathematical methods of determining symbolical sequence periodicity have now been developed (McLachlan, 1977b (McLachlan, , 1993 Cheever etal, 1991; Voss, 1992; Chechetkin et al, 1994; McLachlan and Stewart, 1994) . These approaches are directed to the application of mathematical methods advanced for analysis of periodicity in numerical sequences to study the periodicity of symbolical sequences. A transformation of a symbolic sequence to a numerical sequence is frequently used for such analysis. The investigations have shown a periodicity of amino acid sequences of some genes (Stewart and McLachlan, 1975; McLachlan, 1977a McLachlan, ,b, 1993 McLachlan and Stewart, 1994) and a periodicity of some DNA sequences (Pizzi et al., 1990; Cheever et al., 1991; Bina, 1994; Borstnik et al, 1994; Chechetkin etal, 1994) .
The study of the periodicity of DNA sequences is mainly based on the analysis of homological periodicity including imperfect repeats (Silverman and Linsker, 1986; von Heijne, 1987; Voss, 1992; Makeev and Tumanyan, 1994) . However, hidden periodicity of a DNA sequence may exist and this periodicity cannot be found by the algorithms developed. For example, there may be observed a pattern (A/C/T)(T/G)(G/A) (T/A)(C/G/A)(G/T) where the first position of a period contains A, C or T, the second position contains T or G, and so on. Earlier, a new mathematical method of detecting latent periodicity was developed and the latent periodicity of some human genes was found (Korotkov and Korotkova, 1995) .
The mathematical approach directed at detecting similar features in DNA and RNA sequences is improved in the present work. The latent periodicity of some mRNA regions is shown. These mRNA contain the following genes: a retinoblastoma gene, a A-RAF oncogene, GLI-protein, transcription factor SP1, human homeobox Cl and C8 genes, an ABL-oncogene, an FMS-oncogene, an epidermal growth factor receptor gene. The mathematical approach being developed uses the method of enlarged similarity of DNA sequences (Korotkov and Korotkova, 1993; Korotkov, 1994) .
System and methods
A comparison of artificial periodic sequences with the RNA sequence analyzed is used for the detection of latent periodicity (Korotkov and Korotkova, 1995) . The alphabet of artificial sequences contains letters S,. The sequence SiS 2 S 1 S 2 SiS 2 ... is generated for the search for an mRNA period equal to two bases. The sequence SiS2...S,,SiS2...S,,SiS2...S,,... is generated for the study of the mRNA period equal to n bases. The length of the artificial sequence is equal to the length of the analyzed sequence. The artificial sequences having a period from two up to 150 are serially compared with the analyzed mRNA sequence. Mutual information is chosen as a measure of the similarity of artificial and mRNA sequences. A matrix M is filled in for calculation of the mutual information. Elements of the matrix M are the numbers i Oxford University Press of coincidences of each type between the artificial sequence and the mRNA sequence. The dimension of matrix M is 4 x n. The labels of the matrix M rows are the bases A, U, C and G. Labels of the columns of the matrix M are the letters S, (i = 1,2, ..., n) of the artificial sequence. The sums of row elements are equal to the quantity of A, U, C and G bases in the mRNA sequence. The sums of elements in each column are equal to the quantity of S, letters in the artificial sequence. The mutual information is calculated using the formula (Kullback, 1959) :
ere, m i} is the element of a matrix M, x, is the quantity of each A, U, C and G symbol in the mRNA sequence, y s is the quantity of the S, symbol in the artificial sequence andi is the length of compared sequences. The 2/ value is distributed as X 2 with 3(w -1) degrees of freedom. It permits us to evaluate the probability of accidental formation of periodicity.
We tested the conformity of the 2/ distribution to the x 2 distribution with 3(n -1) degrees of freedom. We compared artificial sequences of different lengths with 5 x 10 6 base pairs of random sequence. The random sequence was generated from language text by the amalgamation of letters into four letters and mixing of letters. If the number of periods in the artificial sequence (each period had n bases) was more than four, then the 2/ distribution corresponds to the x 2 distribution with 3(n -1) degrees of freedom with probability no less than 85%. This probability was >90% if the number of periods in the artificial sequence was greater than or equal to six.
All possible periods can be divided into two classes. The first class (prime periods) includes periods that are equal to prime numbers. The second class (complex periods) contains periods equal to a product of prime numbers. Let us have a compound period A = B x C, where B and C are prime periods. Let the period A have the least probability a = P(\ 2 -2/) for all periods analyzed. It was shown earlier (Yaglom and Yaglom, 1960) :
Here, /(RNA,B) is the mutual information between the RNA sequence and the artificial sequence with the period that is equal to B, /(RNA,C) is the mutual information between the RNA sequence and the artificial sequence with the period that is equal to C, /(B,C) is the mutual information between two artificial sequences with periods that are equal to B and C and /(B x C,RNA) is the mutual information between the RNA sequence and a compound artificial sequence with the period that is equal to B x C. For example, let us have B = 3 and C = 2. We may write the sequences B and C as:
Then we may unite those two sequences and introduce six new letters: a ] =b 1 c ] ; a 2 = b 2 c 2 ; a 3 = b3C|; a 4 = bic 2 ; = b 3 c 2 . The sequence A= {a 1 a 2 a3a 4 a 5 a 6 aia2-} is a united sequence B x C. The same method is applied if we construct the sequences (RNA x B), (RNA x C) and (RNA x C x B).
The mutual information /(B,C) is calculated as:
where H(B), H(C) and //(B x C) are the entropies of B, C and B x C sequences, and L is the length of sequences. The //(B) is calculated as:
where p,(B) is the probability of letter i in B sequence (i = 1, 2,... B). The entropies //(C) and //(B x C) are calculated in a similar way. / RNA (C,B) is the conditional mutual information between C and B sequences (Yaglom and Yaglom, 1960) .
Here, //(RNA x B) is the entropy of the united sequence RNA x B, //(RNA x C) is the entropy of the united sequence RNA x C, //(RNA) is the entropy of the DNA sequence and //(RNA x C x B) is the entropy of the united RNA x C x B sequence. / RNA (C,B) is not negative (Yaglom and Yaglom, 1960) . If periods of the two sequences B and C are represented by prime numbers, /(B,C) = 0. It means that the mutual information /(RNA,B) and /(RNA,C) are independent parts of /(RNA,A). If the mutual information is considered as a random value, then /(RNA,B) and /(RNA.C) are independent random values. According to Kullback (1959) , 2/(RNA,B) and 2/(RNA,C) are distributed as x 2 with 3(B -1) and 3(C -1) degrees of freedom accordingly.
The mutual information /(RNA,£B), where k = 2, 3, 4 ..., may be equal to or exceed /(RNA,B). For example, if we calculate the mutual information between the artificial sequences with the periods of 3, 6, 9, 12 ... and RNA, then the mutual information for periods 6, 9,12 ... is greater than or equal to /(RNA,3). This means that the mutual information is accumulated when k is increased.
For the compound period A, it is convenient to take the value / RNA (C,B) as a measure of the sequence periodicity. This double value has the distribution x 2 w 'th number of degrees of freedom equal to 3(A -1) -3(B -1) -3(C -1). / RNA (C,B) reflects a contribution of the period A to the creation of this periodicity by excluding all simple influence. It is convenient to obtain the / RNA (C,B) spectrum for any period in practice. It may be done by serial deduction of the mutual information of prime periods from the mutual information of compound periods. It is possible to carry out a similar subtraction for degrees of freedom, because the mutual information is distributed as x 2 with 3(n -1) degrees of freedom (where n is the period length). Then mutual pieces of information of compound periods are deducted from those of longer divisible compound periods. For example, the mutual information /(RNA,6) is deducted from /(RNA,12), /(RNA,18), and so on. The obtained spectrum of modified mutual information / m (n) shows the contribution of each period n to formation of periodicity. The values 2I m (n) are distributed as \ 2 with the remaining number of degrees of freedom.
A contribution of each period in the observed periodicity can be conveniently obtained from the spectrum I m (n). For example, if an RNA sequence has periodicity only in 18 bases, then the modified I m (n) spectrum has only one maximum. If an RNA sequence has periods equal to 3, 6, 9 and 18 bases, then the I m (n) spectrum has four comparatively small maxima. The modified / m (n) spectrum may be applied for the detection of fractional periods.
The modified spectrum / m (n) must be represented as a spectrum of argument x of the normal distribution for evaluation of the statistical importance of each period. Using equation (6), transformation of / m (n) is performed (Handbook of Applicable Mathematics, Volume IV, 1984):
Here, t is the number of degrees of freedom for I m (n). This spectrum X(n) will be shown below for some RNA regions with latent periodicity.
As far as the RNA sequences of coding regions have period equal to three bases (von Heijne, 1987) , the search for latent periodicity should be conducted by deducting /(RNA,3) from all divisible periods. It allows elimination of the influence of triplet periodicity on long latent periodicity. The search for RNA regions with /(RNA,3n) -/(RNA,3), which normal distribution argument exceed 5.6, is conducted in the present work. A value of 5.6 corresponds to a probability of 1CT 8 that the long periodicity found is caused by random factors.
Results and discussion
The search for regions with latent periodicity was performed in RNA clones from the EMBL data bank. Clones of length less than 1000 bases were not analyzed. An artificial sequence containing 1000 bases was compared with the first 1000 bases of each RNA clone. Independent variations of the left and right borders were conducted for each artificial sequence with a period from two up to 150. The purpose was to find an RNA region having the best periodicity and the maximum of /(RNA,3n) -7(RNA,3).
If an RNA region with latent periodicity was not found, then displacement of the scanned artificial sequence by 100 bases was performed. If a region with latent periodicity was revealed, then the displacement of the artificial sequence by 500 bases was conducted, and the procedure of calculations was repeated. The full length of a clone was analyzed in such a way. After that, the next RNA clone from the EMBL data bank was analyzed.
The results of the analysis reveal many RNA regions with latent periodicity. More than 30% of human mRNAs (with length >1000 bases) from the EMBL data bank have regions with latent periodicity. Nine regions with the most strongly expressed latent periods are shown on Figure 1 and Table I . The spectra of X(n) for regions represented on Figure 1 are shown on Figure 2 . 2/(RNA,n) values for these regions are adduced in Figure 1 and Table II . The 2/(/i,RNA) is equal to 2/(RNA,«) -3(n -1). The significance 3(M -1) is an average significance of 2/(RNA,/i) when an artificial sequence and an RNA sequence are the random sequences.
The sequences found with latent periodicity (except HSTFSP1 and HSGLI clones) have the significant period equal to three bases. These seven mRNA sequences have the 2/(3,RNA) in the interval of 20 up to 110. This corresponds to the probability a from <10" 9 up to 10~4. Clones HSTFSP1 and HSGLI have 2/(3,RNA) equal to 16 which corresponds to the probability a equal to 10~3. Against the background of the period equal to three bases (which is characteristic of DNA coding regions), periods of a size divisible by three are found. The values 2/'(3/J,RNA) for three regions from HSRBS (Lee et al, 1987) , HSARAF1R (Beck et al, 1987) and HSGLI (Kinzler et al, 1988) clones are shown in Figure 1 . These regions are components of RB oncogene, A-RAF oncogene and GLI protein. The region with latent periodicity of RB oncogene has the period equal to 45 bases and contains half of the RB gene. HSARAF1R clone has the region with latent period that is equal to 84 bases. This region contains about a half of an A-RAF oncogene. GLI protein contains a zinc 'finger' region and may interact with DNA. The periodicity in 117 bases in the HSGLI clone is observed outside the zinc 'finger' region. This region with latent periodicity contains about one-third of the GLI protein.
The similarity between any pair of periods of the HSRBS clone is statistically insignificant. Such unimportant similarity is also observed between periods of HSARAF1R and HSGLI clones. The periods of the HSRBS clone are shown in Figure 3 . Values \ 2 (l) are shown above the sequences .
(7)
Here, «,(/) is the frequency of base i in site / for all 45 base sequences, p, are probabilities of A, U, C and G bases in the RNA region with latent periodicity, and N is the number of periods. Periods contain very diverged sites with almost uniform occurrence of all bases and of very conservative sites. For example, X 2 (13) = 11.3 and 17 periods of this site contain 9 A and 8 G; x 2 (2) = 8.1 and 17 periods contain 2 A, 12 U and 3 C. A similar situation is observed for latently periodical RNA regions that are shown in Figure 1 and Table II. Table II shows the Z/'^RNA) of the found regions with the latent periodicity for the transcriptional factor SP1 (HSTFSP1 clone) (Kadonaga et al, 1987) , human homeobox genes Cl (HSHOXB clone) (Simeone et al, 1987) and C8 (HSHOX2I clone) (Acampora et al, 1989) , the ABL oncogene (HSABL clone) (Fainstein et al, 1989) , the FMS oncogene (HSCFMS clone) (Coussens et al, 1986) and the epidermal growth factor receptor gene (HSEGFRS clone) (Merlino et al, 1985) . Latent periods of those genes have lengths of 87 up to 111 bases.
The latent periodicity is revealed for DNA-binding proteins. The transcription factor SP1 from HSTFSP1 clone, and the human Cl and C8 homeobox genes (HSHOXB and HSHSHOX2I clones), belong to this protein class (Gehring et al, 1994) . The GLI oncogene having DNAbinding activity (Kinzler et al, 1988 ) also belongs to this protein type.
Some of the found regions with latent periodicity have fractional periodicity. It is observed for HSARAF1R and HSGLI clones. The period equal to 84 bases in the HSARAF1R clone ( Figure IB) has the included period equal to 21 bases. The region with latent periodicity in the HSGLI clone has a period equal to 117 bases and the included period equal to 39 bases. However, the HSRBS clone contains one sharp period equal to 45 bases. X(n) spectra for regions embedded in Table I show that the periods found do not contain the included fractional periods.
The integrated periods for all found regions with latent periodicity are shown in Table III . The first base of the integrated period is the first codon base. It is extracted by enclosing the period in a ring and by a cyclic transposition of the bases. Information divergence /?,-(/) for each base i and for each site / of the period is the base for the integrated period determination. The composition information divergence is calculated as:
Here, /•(/) = n,(t)/N, and p, and N are found using equation (7). The base which has /?,(/) ^ 0.2 is chosen for each site /. The choice of threshold significance Rj equal to 0.2 is based on the value N x R, being less than 5.0. The sums of all N x R, are distributed as x 2 with three degrees of freedom (Kullback, 1959) . If for two or more bases R,(t) > 0.2, then these bases are shown one under the other in the integrated sequence.
Each site of the integrated sequence shows the bases creating latent periodicity. For example, the first base of the integrated sequence of the HSRBS clone is C. It means that 1, 46, 91, 136, ... bases of the region with latent periodicity of the HSRBS clone are enriched by C. This enrichment exceeds 3  6  9  12  15  18  21  24  27  30  33  36  39  42  45  48  51  54  57  60  63  66  69  72  75  78  81  84  87  90  93  96  99  102  105  108  111  114  117  120  123  126  129  132  135  138  141  144  147  150  153  156  159  162  165  168  171  174  177 the average frequency C for the region with latent periodicity. The method of searching for a periodicity of a symbolic sequence has been developed earlier (McLachlan, 1977b) . The method is based on writing out the sequence in rows of N columns to detect a period of N. Then the symbols of the sequence are combined in two groups and a two-letter alphabet is introduced (A and B letters) . The amalgamation of symbols in the two groups is performed on the bases of some common characteristics of the symbols. For amino acid sequence, those qualities may be hydrophobicity of amino acids, charges of amino acids and some other qualities (McLachlan, 1977b) . However, the introduction of two letter alphabet limits the types of periodic sequences that may be found. For example, if we have the period {(a/t)(t/g/c)(c/a)}, then a new alphabet A = {a,t}, B = {c,g} permits a period to be revealed in the first column, but periodicity is not revealed in the second and third columns. If we introduce a new alphabet A = {t,g,c}, B = {a}, then we may find a periodicity of the second column only. An analysis of periodicity by the introduction of a new two-letter alphabet is effective if there is a similar distribution of the base types in the columns. HSRBS  10  20  30  40  CTTAAAnCTGnAGnnnAnnnTnnTGnCnnAnTnAnAGAACATnnn  A  A  HSRAF1R  10  20  30  40  50  60  GTACATGGnCnACAnTGACnTCCAGATGTTCAACCCCATCGnnAACAGGGCCCAGnTCAT  G  C  GA  A  T  T  70  80  CGTCATTGCnnAGCGGTTTGAGCT  A A  T  HSGLI  10  20  30  40  50  60  TCTCnTTCCCAnAACAGTnCCAAAnnnnACnTnGGTGCTCATCTTGnGGnGnnCCATGGG  G  G  G G  G  70  80  90  100  110  GAAnCTCAACnGGCCnCATATnGTCCTCGnGGnGGACCGGAATTTACCCCTCnCnAn  T  HSTFSP1  10  20  30  40  50  60  GCCAATTnCCAAGAGACTCTTAATnAGCCCAACATCiTGGnAATTnTnAACTCTGTrnCC  A  TT T  C  70  80  90  100  ACCTTnnTATCAGCACCAAnCTCTGAGGGnGnCTTTATCAnGAAG  G  G  HSHOXB  10  20  30  40  50  60  nAGAAAnACTGAAATCACCTCTTATCnCCTCACnCGnAGGTCGnCTTCGGTTCCACCCTT  C  CC  T  G  G  70  80  90  100  110  TGTCnTnnnGAGnGnAAnTTCTAGACCTAGGACCAGAAnGAAGnGATGAAG  C  T C  TT  C  A  HSHOX21  10  20  30  40  50  60  nTGAAnTTCAACAGCTACGnGACCnAGGnnnGnnnCGTnTCnGnnGTCTACnCAACnGAG  A  C  A  CC  70  80  90  100  110  GGCCCTnGTAAAnACTTCTATCCnnCGCAnCAGACCnnAnAnGnAAAGnAG  A  C  C  AACC  HSABL  10  20  30  40  50  60  GnnnnCATGAAGnTGTnCATnnAGnAnAAnnTCnnnGAGCnnGAnTnCTTCnTTGTGGnC  G  G  70  80  nnTGAnATCTTTnAAGnGAACnnCCAG  G  G  G  IT  HSCFMS  10  20  30  40  50  60  nGCnAGCnTnTGnACnnTGnTCACGTnnnGAAGnTnGTnGACTnCnnnTTCAATATCCTC  C  C  C  A  70  80  90  nTCnACAAGnAnTACCTCnACAAGGTCGTTGGCATGCTC  A  A A  A  HSEGFRS  10  20  30  40  50  60  ATGTTGCATGnTnnnTATTCnATTGAnGGCTnCTnnnTGTTTGnGACnTGCCTTGnAGnn  T  A  G  70  80  90  100  110  TGCTTnnnnAATGnCATCAGCGTnGnCTAnAACTTCAnAGGCGCAGGCCAC  T  A Moreover, if we consider triplet periodicity, there are many types of junctions of triplets in two letters and it is very hard to test all types of junctions.
The mathematical method developed is easily applicable to DNA sequence analysis. It is sufficient to change U into T only. The regions of DNA sequences of some genes with latent periodicity were found earlier (Korotkov and Korotkova, 1995) . Results of this work and earlier work show that no less than 30% of human genes from the EMBL data bank have regions with latent periodicity. Latent periodicity is not similar to a homological alternation of DNA bases. It is possible to assume that latent periodicity is a typical sign of some genes and can be related to the evolutionary origin of genes by a process of multiple duplications. Then latent periodicity is a reflection of ancient evolutionary events in gene sequences.
It is also possible to assume that the latent periodicity can also have a certain function in a cell. The latent periodicity can provide certain bends in DNA coding regions (McNamara et al, 1990; Carrera and Azorin, 1994; Goodsell and Dickerson, 1994) .
